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Abstract: Modern advanced computer technology has been greatly applied to areas of our daily lives, especially how
to enhance problem-solving ability. As the modern young generation grew up in a digital world and game-playing
seemed to have become a ubiquitous pastime in their usual lives. In order to understand if game is effective in improving
students’ problem-solving ability, this study employs game to facilitate students’ problem-solving ability. The related
literature was reviewed and the researcher proposed several propositions based on the reviewed literature. It is anticipated
that game playing will be applied to education in the future more and more from different areas of profession and
hopefully students’ learning performance would be improved more easily.
Keywords: Information innovative application, game, problem-solving.

INTRODUCTION
When computer technology has been more and more utilized in our daily lives, educators started to consider
how to improve students’ learning through the help of information technology. On the other side, students have to
practically face different cases or problems after they go to work, in other words, the challenging practice are testing or
examining their problem-solving ability. However, the traditional instruction still lives a gap between class learning and
practice application [1]. Moreover, both Oblinger [2] and Foreman [3] argued that the conventional way, for example：
lecture-based format, may not be so advantageous to keep student’ learning interest, this leaves students to have much
space to be learned in problem solving.
Today’s young people grew up in a digital world and one of their biggest pastimes is playing games, this makes
the idea of game-based learning greatly attract people’s attention in the recent years. The different instruction has not
only enabled learning to be more interesting but also driven educators to ponder over the efficiency of game-based
pedagogy in facilitating students’ learning. In addition, computer games have also been regarded as powerful learning
tools with great motivational appeals and multiple representations of learning materials [4, 5]. Therefore, it is important
to provide different ways that they could relate to and learn from.
Although it is generally accepted that computer games are an extremely motivating and engaging medium,
within the field of hospitality management, there is still a dearth of empirical evidence to support this approach.
Therefore, the aim of this study is to understand if epistemic games could facilitate hospitality students’ learning
outcomes in solving problems?

THEORETICAL FOUNDATION
Information innovation application and education
Information innovation application has been greatly applied to education in the recent decade. For example:
educators have been using a number of commercial off-the-shelf games as one effective method for teaching social
studies. For example, Squire [6] employed Civilization III to improve students historical concepts in school classes, the
results indicated that the game was quite helpful in enhancing students’ ability to propose alternative approaches, which
thereby highly lifted students learning performance. Later, Egenfeldt-Nielsen [7] utilized Europa Universalis II in a high
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school with an attempt to improve the young students’ learning in history class. The results showed that the game was
very beneficial in increasing students’ class understanding for most of the participants. Adams [8] used SimCity 2000, a
commercial off-the-shelf game, in an undergraduate introductory urban geography class to have students challenge
various aspects of complex problems in terms of urban planning. The contents presents in the form of different scenarios.
Consequently, the participants greatly appreciated the achievements learned from the game-playing. They even presented
that the game had became their favorite.
Based on the above cases, it is evident that, game, the most representative modern information innovation
technology would be an influential and effective way to improve students’ problem-solving ability.
Game playing and problem-solving self-efficacy
In the past years, self-efficacy has attached more and more attention on evaluating academic achievements. Prior
research [9, 10] reported that self-efficacy is the most powerful factor in forecasting students’ academic performance than
any other internal motivation component. As noted, students with high self-efficacy will tend to engage more energy in a
complicated case and hold on straight with it when they run into difficulties or obstacles. In other words, students’ beliefs
in efficacy can powerfully influence and regulate their learning, control their academic activities, guide their level of
motivation and promote their academic accomplishments [11].
Accordingly, the features of game-playing rightly abbreviated the gaps between student’s self-efficacy and
problem-solving ability. It becomes easy for educators to facilitate students’ problem-solving ability through their
increased self-efficacy, which resulted from the game-playing. Evidently, information innovation application such as
game would be an effective way to facilitate novice people’s problem solving. The study is therefore propose the
propositions as the following:

PROPOSITIONS
Based on the literature reviewed above, the study is therefore proposing the related propositions as the following:
Proposition 1: Epistemic game-playing is effective in enhancing students’ problem-solving ability.
Proposition 2: Epistemic game-playing is beneficial in increasing students’ problem-solving self-efficacy.
Proposition 3: Epistemic game-playing is helpful in improving students’ higher level thinking ability.

CONCLUSION
This study applied modern information innovation, epistemic game, to facilitate students’ problem solving
ability, the most important contribution of this study is that in the hospitality education area. The applicability of this
study is worthy to be encouraged. Moreover, it is quite notable that we can understand that young students hold quite
favorable comments about the instruction. This enlights educators that some of the difficulties that happened in the class
would be easily fixed by way of a different thinking. What we would like to emphasis is that learning is originally a
“serious” event, but how to make learning be effective through the help of computer innovation application is the issue
that we should deeply consider. On the other hand, “play is the nature of human beings”, therefore, is it possible for us to
link “play” and “learning” together and make learning be effective and different? The results have provided strong
evidence that the way we employed is feasible.
Therefore, this study predicts that in our foreseeable future, the highly improved computer innovation
application would be more and more popular not only in education but also in various areas of our daily lives.
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